
Instructor Activity and Description
Day, Time, 

Location and 
Client Group Other

Basketball Club
Monday 

Years 3-5

Gym 
Max 16 

4pm-5pm
Min 6

8 lessons

560,000 VND

Chess
Monday 

Years 1-5

Library 
Max 16 

4pm-5pm
Min 6

8 lessons

560,000 VND

Hula Hoop Happiness 
Tuesday

Years 1-2

Gym 
Max 10

4pm-5pm
Min 4

8 lessons

560,000VND

Chinese Tuesday Year 1-3 Integrated

Room 27A
Max 20

4pm-5pm
Min 6

8 lessons

Free

Cooking Class (Petite Chefs)
Tuesday

Years 1-3

Training Bar, 2nd 

floor, PIU Max 20 

4pm-5pm
Min 12

Football Grades 3-5 Tuesday Years 3-5

Gym 
Max 20

4pm-5pm Min 8

8 lessons

560,000VND

Badminton Wednesday
Years  1-5

Gym 
Max 20

4pm-5pm
Min 6

8 lessons

560,000VND

Robot Huna (Fun 1&2)
Wednesday 

Years 1-2

Room 4
Max 20 

4pm-5pm
Min 12

08 lessons

800,000VND

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

The basic skills of passing, shooting, dribbling and defending will be

taught during the course as well as an introduction to a full game.

The most important aspect of this club is that the children have fun

and want to continue playing afterwards.  

Robot Huna 

Team

Mr. Lam

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

Learning materials and

ingredients will be available

for each class at PIU.

Language of delivery:

Bilingual (English and

Vietnamese)

Cooking is one of the best ways to develop children’s cognitive,

language and fine motor skills. This program is thus designed to

provide opportunities for the little chefs to assemble ingredients and

cook up a storm! These hands–on experiences will allow the

children to measure, mix, assemble and create a variety of simple

yet tasty treats both individually and as a group. Course details: Mini

Schnitzel with Remoulade sauce; Banana parfait with chocolate

sauce; Beef parmentier ; Pineapple tart ; Fried crab spring roll; Fish

bruschetta; Fruits waffle sandwiches; Japanese Daifuku mochi.

8 lessons

1,200,000VND

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

The school football team will play competitive matches against other

local schools and enjoy the game. Students will continue

developing their skills in this sport and use them while playing

against each other and other schools.

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

Pegasus 

International 

UniCentre (PIU), 

Ms. Loc

Viet Chess

Children will be taught the basic rules; the moves of each piece and

some attack and defense strategies. As children become better

players there will be opportunities to play in school and inter school

competitions. 

Ms.Cen Min 

Mr.Linh

Ms. Thuy

Miss. Samantha 

and Ms. Hoa

Children will learn off body and on body hooping skills that they can

practice and extend each week. At the end of the sessions they

choose a combination of skills to link together and improvise to

create a short hoop dance routine.

This club will give a chance for children to learn some of the basics  

of one the most universally spoken  languages. This club will privde 

some fun activities and games  with one of the schools experienced 

Chinese teachers.
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The club lasts for 2 Terms.

Students who have been 

studying since term 3 

continue in term 4.

In this club, students will learn the basic knowledge of science with

work and study methods which allow them to develop their creative,

scientific and logical thinking. Besides, they can apply the most

basic principle knowledge in daily life and approach the electronic

components which is a foundation for thought of logic and assemble

robot for future.

In this club students will be able to learn and develop the basic skills

of badminton, including the rules, scoring, serving and returning.

Students will also improve their fitness and enjoy cooperating with

and competing against their friends.



Instructor Activity and Description
Day, Time, 

Location and 
Client Group Other

Football Grades 1 - 2 Thursday Years 1-2

Gym 
Max 20

4pm-5pm
Min 8

8 lessons

560,000VND

Robot Huna (Science 1.0)
Thursday

Years 3-5

Room 8
Max 20 

4pm-5pm
Min 12

08 lessons

800,000VND

Cooking Class (Little Chefs) Friday

Years 4-5

Training Bar, 2nd 

floor, PIU Max 20

4pm-5pm

Min 12

8 lessons

1,200,000VND

Basketball
Friday

Years 1-2

Gym 
Max 20 

4pm-5pm
Min 6

Pegasus 

International 

UniCentre (PIU) 

. Ms. Tho

Robot Huna 

Team

Mr Linh

Mr. Lam

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

The basic skills of passing ,shooting ,dribbling and defending will be

taught during the course as well as an introduction to a full game.

The most important aspect of this club is that the children have fun

and want to continue playing afterwards.  

8 lessons

560,000VND

Sport shoes and PE clothes.

Learning materials and

ingredients will be available

for each class at PIU.

Language of delivery:

Bilingual (English and

Vietnamese)

Cooking is one of the best ways to develop children’s cognitive,

language and fine motor skills. This program is thus designed to

provide opportunities for the little chefs to assemble ingredients and

cook up a storm! These hands–on experiences will allow the

children to measure, mix, assemble and create a variety of simple

yet tasty treats both individually and as a group. Course details: Thai

fish cake; Japanese Daifuku mochi; Beef parmentier; Fried fish in

seaweed roll; Tiramisu crepe cake; Fried chicken spring roll; Doner

kebab; Tooty fruity balls. 

The club lasts for 2 Terms.

Students who have been 

studying since term 3 

continue in term 4.

In this club, students will learn the basic knowledge of science with

work and study methods which allow them to develop their creative,

scientific and logical thinking. Besides, they can apply the most

basic principle knowledge in daily life and approach the electronic

components which is a foundation for thought of logic and assemble

robot for future.

Students will be taught the rules and basic skills of football and will

improve their fitness, determination and confidence as well as

learning great team working skills. Mr Linh is an experienced

football coach. 


